OPENCROWD EXPANDS ITS PARTNERSHIP WITH SECURRENCY TO BUILD THE
SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE STANDARD FOR THE FUTURE OF FINANCE
Securrency Platform Now Supports On-Chain Gateway Options for Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Stellar, Gochain, EOS and soon Hedera Hashgraph
NEW YORK, October 10, 2018 -- OpenCrowd, a design and technology services firm
focused on the development of blockchain solutions has partnered with Securrency, a
global financial services technology infrastructure and products company. Securrency
has utilized OpenCrowd’s custom blockchain business solutions to extend their platform
across a number of new ledgers. This advance enables Securrency’s regulatory
compliance engine to support tokenization and trading of securities across distributed
ledger technologies, a first in the market.
“Securrency needed to rapidly expand their platform to connect a wide variety of
blockchain and distributed technology networks within the financial industry, a space
our team specializes in,” said Sushil Prabhu, CEO of OpenCrowd. “In order to deliver on
their vision we built customized, compliant gateways for the company’s tokenization and
secondary trading platform to ensure its customers can easily move value from one
place to another.”
“The OpenCrowd team is at the forefront of development and innovation for blockchain
technology,” said Dan Doney, CEO and Co-Founder of Securrency. “We’re working to
enable an open and regulated global ecosystem for digital assets and OpenCrowd is an
instrumental partner in helping us to achieve that goal.”
OpenCrowd is focused on the center of the blockchain solution ecosystem. Originally an
open-source solution for several top finance firms, the company has since become a
driving force for businesses looking to implement blockchain solutions. The company
offers its clients a highly scalable, custom, end-to-end solution (from designing the UX
and architecting for scale, to building and launching the solution), while their
frameworks, approach, and experience enable them to innovate and guarantee delivery
within aggressive timeframes.
For more information on OpenCrowd, visit www.opencrowd.com.
For more information on Securrency, visit www.securrency.com
About OpenCrowd
OpenCrowd is a Design and Technology Services Company focused on developing the
most advanced distributed ledger and machine learning applications in the market. For

the past 13 years, OpenCrowd has been successfully delivering high-end applications for
their clients, with a particular focus in Financial Services. Additional information about
OpenCrowd is available at www.opencrowd.com.
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